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What is Self-Employment?
At its most basic, self-employment is the state of working for yourself rather than an employer. If
someone is self-employed, they run their business for themselves and are responsible for its
success or failure. Self-employed workers are not paid through PAYE and don’t have the rights of
employees. They pay tax via an annual self-assessment tax return.
We understand that agencies can be concerned about the potential risk of engaging self-employed
individuals directly. As part of Liquid Friday’s onboarding process, a full Employment Status check is
carried out with the worker before engagement begins. This looks at the suitability of
self-employment and ensures that the worker is fully aware of all requirements and obligations,
keeping you and the supply chain safe.

What does the legislation say?
There are two legislative considerations that need to be taken into account when considering the
application of Self Employment within a contracting environment.

The Income Tax (Construction Industry Scheme) Regulations 2005. This legislation
deals with the application of CIS and focuses on handling deductions correctly.
Employment Intermediaries and False Self Employment, incorporated into the 2014
Finance Act amended s44 ITEPA 2003. This legislation deals with the determination
of Self Employment and the feasibility of applying the CIS rules in a contracting
environment.

If assessed properly managing these two important legislative
requirements will mean that Self Employment can be
compliantly utilised to pay contractors who satisfy the
prerequisite Employment Tests.
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What is it?
Contractors working, or agencies hiring others to work, on construction operations may have to register
for the Construction Industry Scheme (CIS). This requires the hirer to deduct income tax directly from
the contractor’s or worker’s gross earnings.
Special arrangements for the construction industry have been around for many years but the CIS
scheme has been in its present form since 2004. (The Income Tax (Construction Industry Scheme)
Regulations 2005)
The scheme only applies to genuine self-employed contractors and sub-contractors with the main
objective of preventing self-employed subcontractors avoiding tax by simply not registering as
self-employed.
If the subcontractor/worker is registered with the scheme and performing construction operations, then
the contractor/hirer needs to deduct 20% of the subcontractor’s gross fees as income tax.

Requirements
Any engager/ contractor is required to assess the feasibility of applying CIS for its workers. This will
involve assessing the supply chain both contractually and in reality to ensure that all of the prerequisites
are in place to prove that an Assignment is deemed suitable for Self Employment.
These checks will usually include the following:
Contractual Check throughout the supply chain
Any other documentation, including:
Assignment Notes, Job Descriptions, Job Adverts etc.
Reality on the ground

Workers perception and experience whilst on site

Skills and expertise of the worker
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Liquid Friday advisors

Requirements
Liquid Friday has developed an industry leading service (in combination with FCSA Approved
processes) which enables those workers who satisfy the appropriate employment tests to be paid
as a Self-Employed Sub Contractor.
Below is an over view of the robust process in place that manages this process and ensure that all
of the requirements are tested and met throughout an Assignment.

Pay via
Employed Solutions

Employment
Relationship

CIS Desk Review
(Contract/ Literature/
Assignment Notes)
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Agency & Liquid
Friday Due Diligence

Worker Employment
Status Check

Week One
Payroll

Compliance on
Assignment Check

Six Month Full
Compliance Review
(Updated
Employment
Status Check)

CIS Payroll

Step One - Desk Review
Liquid Friday in collaboration with the agency carry out a full desk review of all available
documentation for the entire supply chain to assess the feasibility of Self Employed workers being
engaged for relevant Assignments.
This Desk Review assess several key areas, primarily reviewing the following:

Presence of Personal Service

Liability for rectifying defects

Rights of Substitution

Working Time arrangements

Supervision, Direction and Control

Mutuality of Obligation

Substantial emphasis is placed on SDC within the supply chain; Liquid Friday takes this seriously
and will ensure both contractually and the reality that this is paramount.

Step Two - Due Diligence
To ensure the very highest levels of compliance, it is incumbent on the agency to complete a full
Due Diligence assessment of Liquid Friday. This should be wide ranging and concentrate on the
following key areas;

Business Structure

Industry Body Status

Financial Stability & Performance

Insurances and Indemnities

Processes and Procedures
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Step Three - Worker Employment Status Test
As part of Liquid Friday’s onboarding process, a full Employment Status check is carried out with the
worker before engagement begins. This looks at the suitability of Self Employment and ensures that
the worker is fully aware of all requirements.
In conjunction with HMRC and FCSA, Liquid Friday has developed a process which assesses every
assignment against a set of clear criteria designed to detect False Self Employment. This is in line
with requirements laid out in the Employment Intermediaries and False Self Employment guidance.
This consultation concentrates on the key subject areas of:

Benefits of Self Employment

Attitudes towards Self Employment

Responsibilities of Self Employment

Commercial Position

Eligibility to Work in the UK

Expected Income Levels

Prior Experience of Self Employment

The Supply Chain

Self Employment Future

Other engagement types available.
I.e Employment etc.

Liquid Friday is a Fully Accredited
Member of the FCSA and has therefore
passed the industry’s most stringent
quality and compliance checks.
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Step Four - Payment
If a contractor successfully completes their Self Employment Sign Up, Liquid Friday will notify the
agency in order to prepare and ratify decision of the first initial payment.
Fo those caught under CIS; this payment will be processed accordingly and the relevant CIS
deduction of 20% or 30% will be made. Any appropriate funds will be remitted to HMRC and the
worker provided with a remittance detailing any and all deductions.

Step Five - On Assignment Check
To ensure the highest level of compliance possible Liquid Friday understands that it is important to
verify the Self Employed status of worker once they have attended work as circumstances can
change and may vary the results from the initial Employment Status check.
Therefore Liquid Friday will conduct a compliance check after the initial week worked to assess if
any circumstance has changed and if so complete an updated Employment Status Check and
make any appropriate alterations to the engagement type.

Step Six - Six Month Check
To verify that no changes in the Assignment have taken place, Liquid Friday will repeat the entire
onboarding process with the worker to verify that the circumstances of the Assignment have not
changed and will not require a revised engagement type, i.e. switching to an Employed model as the
worker and/or Assignment is no longer suitable for Self Employment.
This process will repeat for the entirety of the Assignment.

The worker will be supported
throughout the process to
ensure they choose the most
appropriate solution.
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Failures in process/ not to be found self-employed
With a robust process that is regularly reassessing every contractor and assignment to identify
False Self Employment, it is likely that, with the bar set so high, workers may not satisfy the
requirements required to be paid as a Subcontractor.
In this situation, every worker is given the alternative requirements for payroll. This will include:

Inhouse PAYE with the agency
PAYE Umbrella Employment with Liquid Friday
PSC Formation
(separate advice would be recommended as this may
not be suitable for all and will likely result in a “Caught
by IR35” resulting in receiving a deemed payment)

What guarantees are there for the supply chain?
Whilst it is not possible to indemnify against a breach in legislation, it is possible to minimise risk by
only working with partners who take their responsibilities seriously and invest in robust processes
and procedures to ensure the highest levels of compliance possible.
Liquid Friday has achieved this level of confidence by investing in industry leading tools, policies and
procedures; delivering effective teams of experts with the one aim of ensuring that all contractors
are paid compliantly and on time in a manner they are comfortable with.
Partnering with Liquid Friday, who has over a decade’s worth of experience of being a market leader
who sets itself apart by always “doing the right thing” and embodies accessible compliance that
contractors and agencies understand, means that all in the supply chain can be comfortable with
Self Employed or CIS Payroll being delivered honestly, compliantly and professionally
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Did you like this guide?
Get similar content straight to
your inbox by subscribing to the
Liquid Friday blog.
SUBSCRIBE NOW
CLICK HERE

02392 883300 | hello@liquidfriday.co.uk | www.liquidfriday.co.uk

